
2019 NENPA Award Categories Description

Advertising Sales Media Kit Recognizes the quality of promotional piece(s) used to support the sale of advertising in any 

or all of the newspaper’s advertising products. Judges will be asked to consider the potential 

effectiveness of the material as sales ammunition that positions the paper for success.

Audience Building Promotion Entries should consist of marketing/activities that promote newspaper sales and readership of 

the paper’s print or digital products. Examples may include advertising that directly solicits 

newspaper purchases and digital product usage/subscriptions, newspaper-sponsored events, 

contests, public relations, etc. Judges will be asked to consider originality of the message 

strategy and presentation, as well as results obtained.

Best Sponsored Content Entries can be a single article or a series of articles that draw the reader in with a commercial 

destination in mind. Delivering content that is informative, relevant and entertaining that it is 

part of their consumption of editorial content.

Best Native Advertising Entries should show how you managed to engage and excite an audience while promoting a 

brand, product or service in a relevant, informative or entertaining way.

Special Section / Advertising Supplement Please submit the entire section, as well as the URL if it includes a digital component. Entries 

should be an insert, with a theme or environment designed to encourage consumer 

purchases. The supplement may cover any subject as long as it is run as an addition to the 

usual edition of the newspaper, but yet still a part of the newspaper (publications that are not 

run as a part of the newspaper are not eligible). The entry may or may not have editorial copy. 

Judges will be asked to consider the basic idea, originality, design (including the cover, overall 

presentation and individual ads), impact and ad volume.

Classified Promotion Recognizing newspaper promotions that encourage the use of classified ads that run in the 

paper or online (promoting buying from or selling with the classified ads). Please provide 

examples and evidence of results.

Advertiser Campaign This award recognizes an outstanding advertising campaign that the paper developed for one 

of its advertisers. The campaign must consist of at least (3) three ads. Ads may appear in a 

single issue or over several issues and/or on multiple platforms. Judges will be asked to 

consider content, design, impact, originality and development of a powerful theme or value 

proposition. NOTE: Individual ads from this series may also be entered into the single ad 

categories.

Advertiser Promotion for Special Section Recognizes highly-effective promotional sales material and other types of ammunition the 

newspaper produces to help sales reps sell advertising in a special section (i.e., wedding or 

dining guide, home improvement section, etc.)

Advertising General Excellence Entry should consist of two (2) issues from the contest year, no two of which can be from the 

same month, plus your website URL. Judges will be asked to consider quantity of advertising 

(both print and online), structure and format of ad pages and classified section, originality and 

quality of locally-produced copywriting and ad design.



Advertising Director/Manager of the Year The purpose of this awards is to recognize an exceptional advertising director who fully 

embraces the challenges newspapers face in today's competitive media environment, and 

finds ways to truly help his/her customers grow their business, while generating substantial 

revenue for the newspaper. This person will be chosen based on outstanding 

accomplishments during the course of the past year. Please submit a letter of nomination that 

describes the extraordinary contribution the nominee made to the success of the newspaper 

this year. Please be specific, including for example, year over year revenue increases, digital 

sales progress, new revenue initiatives, leadership style, new sales strategies, etc.

Automotive Display Ad Entry should consist of a newspaper-generated print or digital ad promoting a local dealership. 

Judges will be asked to consider layout, including typography, artwork, organization, copy, 

impact and originality.

Best Ad Designer Judging will be based on a minimum of six (6) pieces by a single designer that shows work 

for a variety of clients, creativity, and truly effective presentation of advertiser messages.

Best Digital Revenue Building Idea Submit the new programs you’ve developed to pursue digital marketing and advertising 

dollars. New digital products or digital ad environments, native advertising online, special 

sales deployment and incentive programs, promotional activities, digital service sales, or any 

other strategies that increased your digital revenue are eligible. The bottom line is that the 

program successfully generated more digital ad revenue for your paper. Please submit a 

cover note that outlines the program, results and key components that made it so successful. 

Judges will be asked to consider originality, scope of the program, and the amount of digital 

advertising revenue generated through the effort.

Best Idea for Generating Revenue All revenue programs are eligible for this award whether they include new print or digital 

products, sales incentives, promotional activities, events, digital services, alternate forms of 

distribution, or any other strategies. The bottom line is that the program successfully 

generated more revenue. Please submit a cover note that outlines the program, results and 

key components that made it so successful. Judges will be asked to consider originality, scope 

of the program, and incremental revenue generated.

Best Holiday Ad This award celebrates a holiday ad of your choice (or series of ads). Judging will be based on 

originality, creativity in the use of typeface and artwork and reader appeal. No house ads. 

Paid advertising only.

Business Innovation This category highlights new approaches to traditional business practices (i.e., a new twist on 

an old idea) or a completely new business model or idea. Entries should be accompanied by a 

cover letter that outlines the business objective and financial results of the innovation. 

Supporting materials, such as URLs to relevant web pages, tear sheets, ads, series, sections, 

special publications, etc., must be included with entry. Judges will consider originality, scope 

and the effectiveness of the new initiative.

Contests This award will recognize newspapers’ exceptional use of contests as part of their strategy to 

increase audience and revenue. Entries will be judged on the creativity and strategy involved 

in the idea for the contest, as well as effective implementation and results. Please submit a 

description of the contest, examples of the execution and evidence of results.



Events Entries should consist of a description of an event that the newspaper produced in an effort to 

generate revenue. Judges will be asked to consider the success of the event in generating 

revenue, as well as its strategic orientation, originality, size and scope. Please include 

supporting materials and promotion that will help the judges fully understand the event and 

how it fits into the newspaper’s marketing mission

Newspaper-Sponsored Event Promotion Recognizing outstanding special events that a paper produces or co-sponsors to support the 

community and enhance public perception of the newspaper. This category can include single 

events and longer-term sponsorships, such as support of a sports team or school education 

program. Send a brief description of the event and audience, attendance, coverage of the 

newspaper’s role, promotional material, etc. Judges will consider how the sponsorship 

benefitted the newspaper, including how it was leveraged editorially for the benefit of readers, 

brand enhancement, etc.

Excellence in Revenue Collaboration and Partnerships This award honors news organizations who have formed partnerships or collaborations to 

generate revenue and better serve customers. Entries should include documentation from 

each partner in the collaboration and partnership, covering the contributions from various 

entities that made the collaboration a success. A winning entry should show creativity and 

innovation through a partnership that resulted in new or increased revenue opportunities.

Local Display Ad, Black & White Entries should be paid print ads created by your newspaper for one of its advertisers. 

Black & white ads are eligible. Judges will be asked to consider the basic idea, layout 

(including typography, art work, organization), copy and originality.

Local Display Ad, Color Entries should be paid ads created by your newspaper for one of its advertisers. Color 

ads (print or digital) are eligible. Judges will be asked to consider the basic idea, layout 

(including typography, art work, organization), copy, use of color and originality.

Local Online Ad Entries can be a single ad or campaign that the paper developed for one of its 

advertisers. Judges will be asked to consider the basic idea, layout (including typography, art 

work, organization), copy, use of color and unique capabilities the digital format offers, as well 

as originality. Please submit any evidence that’s available regarding the response generated 

(i.e., click-through rate, coupon redemption, advertiser testimonial, etc.)

Most Creative Use of Small Print Space Judging will be based on creativity and effectiveness of the advertiser message in an ad that 

is 10” or smaller.

Newspaper Designed Advertising Insert Print ads that run with or in the paper, but are not printed on pages of the paper are eligible. 

Judging will be based on creativity and effectiveness of the message. Must be designed for 

and promote a single advertiser.

Newspapers in Education Program/Promotion Entries in this category should consist of educational projects and promotions to increase NIE 

circulation, including sponsorship drives, programs for teachers, and all activities and 

partnerships to benefit the NIE program. Entries may include ads, fliers, feature stories, 

newsletters and examples of teacher workshops, in- paper features, teacher guides, etc.



Niche Publication Recognizing a publication (print and/or online) that is distributed outside the newspaper and 

whose target audience may be different than the regular newspaper audience (i.e. college 

guide, phone directory, tourism guide, service directory, etc.). Along with copies of the 

product, he entries should include a letter with a brief description of the target audience, the 

frequency and method of distribution, audience response and amount of advertising 

generated. Judges will be asked to consider the value of content, advertising ratio 

(profitability), uniqueness and overall presentation. 

Pure Ad Niche Publication Recognizing a publication (print and/or online) that specifically targets shoppers and is 

distributed outside the newspaper (i.e. coupon books, free shoppers, auto traders, classified 

publications, service directory, etc.) Along with copies of the product, the entry should include 

a letter with a brief description of the strategy, the target audience, the frequency and method 

of distribution, audience response and amount of advertising generated. Judges will be asked 

to consider the value of content, profitability, uniqueness, and overall presentation.

Real Estate Display Ad Newspaper-generated print or digital ads promoting homes for sale or rent by a realtor, builder 

or complex are eligible. Judges will be asked to consider layout (including typography, art 

work, organization), copy, impact and originality.

Specialty Publication Promotion This category recognizes promotional ads or material that encourages the growth of a 

newspaper’s niche/specialty publication audience. Please provide examples.

Subscriber Retention Program Recognizing effective promotions that papers use to retain subscribers over time -- including 

price structures, incentives, bundling strategies, CRM, stop-saver programs, easy-pay 

programs, points programs and other types of rewards that build loyalty and encourage 

extended subscriptions.

Subscription Sales Promotion Entries in this category may include sales promotions, pricing schemes, promotional 

advertising, direct marketing and other programs used to attract subscribers to your print 

and/or digital products. Please provide examples and evidence of results.

Themed Multiple Advertiser Page(s) Entries should consist of multiple ads grouped in print and/or online to focus on a single 

shopping area, concept or theme, such as graduation, Happy New Year, homecoming, drunk 

driving awareness, Scouting Week, etc. Judges will be asked to consider originality, design, 

clarity, organization, audience and advertiser appeal, and effectiveness.

Digital Product Promotion to Advertisers  Recognizing outstanding marketing strategies, promotional materials, PR and sales efforts 

used to help grow a newspaper’s digital advertising base. Please provide examples and 

evidence of results.

Digital Product Promotion to Readers Recognizing outstanding marketing strategies, promotional ads, PR and sales efforts used to 

help grow a newspaper’s digital audience. Please provide examples and evidence of results.

Best Integrated Campaign for an Advertiser This award is for a multi-faceted solution for a client that does not restrict itself only to print or 

only to digital, but embraces the whole audience. Print can be a newspaper and/or inserted 

magazine or special section. Digital is not platform-specific. This campaign must be from a 

single advertiser and include two or more advertising platforms. Please submit all 

components.

Illustration/Infographics Recognizing artwork, other than photographs or editorial cartoons, that is used to tell, explain 

or clarify a story through the use of maps, charts, diagrams, illustrations or other graphic 

devices. Please include the submission and any accompanying story with this entry



Overall Design and Presentation (Special Section) Submit ONE COMPLETE SPECIAL SECTION within the contest year. Judges will be asked 

to consider general makeup and layout of section (use of photos, illustrations, arrangement of 

stories, etc.), effective use of headlines, body type and readability.

Overall Design and Presentation (Niche Product) Submit ONE COMPLETE ISSUE of your niche product. Judges will be asked to consider 

general makeup and layout (use of photos, illustrations, arrangement of stories, etc.), effective 

use of headlines, body type and readability.

Overall Design and Presentation (Print Newspaper) Submit ONE COMPETE ISSUE within the contest year. Judges will be asked to consider 

general makeup and layout (use of photos, illustrations, arrangement of stories, etc.), effective 

use of headlines, body type and readability.

Overall Design and Presentation (Specialty) Submit ONE COMPLETE ISSUE of your choosing of your printed specialty publication. 

Judges will be asked to consider general makeup and layout (use of photos, illustrations, 

arrangement of stories, etc.), effective use of headlines, body type and readability.

Arts & Entertainment Reporting Judges will be looking for lively, readable coverage on the local arts and entertainment scene.

Arts & Entertainment Section Judges will be looking for a lively, readable section on the local arts and entertainment scene.

Community/Audience Involvement This entry should consist of one (1) idea used in your paper on a regular basis that allows 

members of the community to be involved with and have input into the paper. Items that are 

written or produced by local members of the community who receive payment for them are 

not eligible. Examples of possible entries are: guest columns, man-on-the-street 

commentaries, “speak out” phoned-in editorial remarks, school page produced by local 

students, etc. Please submit a letter with the entry explaining how often the feature or column 

appears, how the public is invited to participate and how great is the response received from 

the public. Judges will be asked to consider general interest to the community and 

presentation. This category also includes online community involvement. Please include a 

letter of explanation and any relevant URLs or screen shots for the judges to consider.

Best Niche Publication Targeted niche products published by a member paper that are distributed OUTSIDE of the 

paper or stand-alone — in print, digital or both — are eligible. Up to four (4) issues may be 

submitted. Judges will consider publishing strategy, content mix, audience and advertiser 

appeal, as well as the quality of the writing, design and production.

Weather Coverage Judges will be asked to consider the quality of writing and depth of coverage of weather 

events or climate change. Entries may consist of a single article or series of articles that are 

part of ongoing coverage.

Business Page or Section Judges will be asked to consider the depth and breadth of coverage of business news that is 

relevant to the local community.

Business/Economic Reporting Judges will be asked to consider coverage and analysis of an aspect of business that is 

relevant to the local community.

Commentary Entry should consist of a single example of outstanding news commentary, such as an op-ed, 

news analysis, editorial opinion column, explanatory or outlook piece, etc. Entries must be 

written by full- or part-time members of the newspaper staff, or written exclusively for the 

newspaper submitting the entry. Judges will be asked to consider the quality of writing and 

presentation, significance of the subject matter, and the article’s potential to interest readers 

and stimulate thought.



Crime and Courts Reporting Judges will be asked to consider the quality of reporting, writing and insightful analysis of a 

crime or trial that affected the local community. Entries may consist of a single article or 

series of articles that are part of ongoing coverage.

Editorial Cartoon Entry should consist of an editorial cartoon that has appeared on a news, feature, editorial 

page or in a column. Cartoon must address a local subject and must have been created 

exclusively for the newspaper. The cartoon may be accompanied by a brief supporting 

letter of explanation. Judges will be asked to consider the effectiveness of how the message 

is communicated and the cartoonist’s skill.
Editorial Writing Entry should consist of three (3) editorials. Editorials must be written by full- or part-time 

members of the newspaper staff, or written exclusively for the newspaper submitting the entry. 

Judges will be asked to consider quality of writing, fairness, significance of subject matter and 

demonstrated local importance.

Editorial/Commentary Page Entry should include your entire op-ed or commentary page. Judges will be asked to 

consider variety, imagination, local focus, quality of writing, significance/effectiveness of 

editorials, columns, feature stories and overall impact of editorial page(s).

Education Reporting Recognizing coverage leading to better public, parent and student understanding of all levels 

of local public or private education (preschool, elementary, secondary or college). The entry 

may be a single article or series of articles that has evoked greater citizen awareness and 

participation (i.e., letters to the editor, citizen action/reaction, school participation, etc.) Judges 

will be asked to consider overall impact, quality of writing and support material.

Environmental Reporting Judges will be asked to consider the quality of your coverage and analysis of an 

environmental issue that is important to the local community.

Excellence in Newsroom Collaboration and Partnerships This award honors newsrooms who have formed partnerships or collaborations to cover a 

topic or story. Entries should include documentation from each partner in the 

collaboration covering the contributions from various entities that made the collaboration a 

success. A winning entry should show creativity and innovation through a partnership that 

resulted in outstanding journalism and unique storytelling approaches.
Food Page or Section Judges will be looking for lively, readable coverage of cooking and food-related topics.



General Excellence The purpose of this category is to recognize publications that demonstrate all-around 

outstanding attributes and high professional standards. Submit One complete issue from 

May 6-12, 2019, and submit one complete issue of your choosing from within the dates 

of the contest year (August 1, 2018-July 31, 2019).  Submit your website URL and access 

information for any other digital products that you publish (including passwords that may be 

needed). Judges will be asked to consider:

Local news and feature content - including writing, reporting, significance of stories and 

presentation, community service news, leadership shown in news and feature selection. 

Editorial Page - writing quality, community impact, variety and quality of other content on the 

editorial page.

Advertising - presence of a substantial advertising offering, presentation and layout.

Presentation - use of headlines, use of photos, arrangement and selection of stories for reader 

appeal, structure, makeup and typography of entire newspaper.

Digital Products - content quality, utility, navigability and appearance of your digital products

General News Story Judges will be asked to consider the quality of writing and reporting, significance of the story 

and presentation of information.

Government Reporting A story or series that focuses on local or state government news or issues. Judges will be 

asked to consider how well the report clarified governmental process for the reader, depth of 

coverage and quality of writing.

Headline Writing Please submit tear sheets with one to five outstanding headlines you have published. 

Judges will be asked to consider effectiveness of the headline in telling the story, fairness in 

the headline’s representation of the story content, colorful use of words and appropriate size 

for space and story.

Health Reporting Recognizing a story or series that leads to better understanding of a health issue. Judges will 

be asked to consider the quality of your coverage and analysis of a health issue that is 

important to the local community.

History Reporting This is an award for publishing historical information that is relevant to the local community. 

Judges will be asked to consider the quality and clarity of the writing and presentation.

Human Interest Feature Story A descriptive human interest story that focuses more on people, places or things rather than 

issues. Judges will be asked to consider choice of topic, quality of writing, and the 

presentation.

Humor Columnist Entry should consist of two (2) columns. The columns must be written on a regularly 

scheduled basis by a full- or part-time member of the newspaper staff, or written exclusively 

for the newspaper submitting the entry. Entries must be regular columns, not feature stories. 

Judges will be asked to consider quality of writing and entertainment value.

Investigative / Enterprise Reporting Entries should include a cover letter detailing efforts required to develop and substantiate 

the story or series, and any results or follow up. Judges will be asked to consider worthiness of 

subject and quality of reporting — including the use of multiple sources, data, quotes, clarity 

of writing and depth of information.



Living Page or Section Judges will be asked to consider breadth of coverage, quality of writing, feature 

choice/treatment, readability, editing, columns, headlines, photos, illustrations and overall 

presentation of the page or section.

Local Election Coverage Entries should include stories, features, candidate profiles, editorials, letters to the editor, etc. 

published during the period of up to six weeks prior to the election until two weeks after the 

election. Judges will be asked to consider the quality of writing and depth of coverage, as well 

as the presentation of the information.

Local Personality Profile A story about an interesting local person in the community. Judges will be asked to consider 

the choice of subject, quality of writing and presentation.

Special Section or Editorial Supplement The supplement may cover any subject as long as it is published as an addition to the 

newspaper, but yet as a part of the newspaper package (publications that are distributed 

separately outside the newspaper are not eligible, those items should be submitted under the 

specialty/niche publication category). All editorial copy must be written by full- or part-time 

members of the staff, or written exclusively for the newspaper submitting the entry. Judges 

will be asked to consider: topic choice and reader interest, quality of writing, presentation and 

section structure.
Obituaries Each entry should consist of an outstanding staff produced obituary about a local resident. 

Judges will consider how interesting and engaging the commemorative article is, based on the 

writing style, graphic elements (print or digital), background research and community voices 

quoted that let readers better know and/or appreciate the person who passed away.

Political Columnist Entry should consist of two (2) columns in regard to news and politics. The columns must be 

written on a regularly scheduled basis by a full- or part-time member of the newspaper staff, 

or written exclusively for the newspaper submitting the entry. Entries must be regular 

columns, not feature stories. Judges will be asked to consider quality of subject matter, insight 

and analysis as well as illuminating or entertaining value.

Racial or Ethnic Issue Coverage A story that heightens awareness of a racial or ethnic community and its issues. Foreign 

language entries should be accompanied by an English translation. Judges will be asked to 

consider news value, quality and sensitivity of writing, and presentation.

Reporting on Religious Issues A story on relevant religious news or issues. Judges will be asked to consider clarity, depth 

and news value.

Right-to-Know Given to a newspaper or individual for a story, series, editorial or for a body of work that 

shows a clear pattern of perseverance in defending the public’s right to know and the freedom 

of the press guaranteed in the First Amendment, and/or for an unfailing insistence that 

government and others conduct the public’s business in an open fashion.

Rookie of the Year The purpose of this award is to encourage capable and talented young journalists to continue 

their careers in print journalism. One daily paper and one weekly paper “Rookie of the Year 

Award” will be given. Only those who started their professional journalism career after 

January 1, 2018 will be eligible to compete for this award.  The entry should consist of 

four to six samples of work from the same journalist. The samples may include features, news 

stories, sports stories, columns, series, photos, video, etc. Entries that were submitted in other 

categories of the general competition may also be submitted as part of this entry. Please have 

the Publisher or Editor include a cover letter giving background information on the items 

entered or detailing outstanding work. Judges will be asked to consider quality of writing, 

content, and presentation of information.



Science/Technology Reporting Judges will be asked to consider the quality of writing, analysis and presentation of a science 

issue or new discovery/technology that affects the local community.

Serious Columnist Entry should consist of two (2) columns. The columns must be written on a regularly 

scheduled basis by a full- or part-time member of the newspaper staff, or written exclusively 

for the newspaper submitting the entry. Entries must be regular columns, not feature stories. 

Judges will be asked to consider quality of subject matter, reporting and writing.

Social Issues Feature Story A story which focuses more on issues than on individuals. Judges will be asked to consider 

the quality of writing, depth of analysis, and the presentation.

Special Sports Section This category recognizes special sports packages, as opposed to the regular version of the 

sports section that the newspaper publishes throughout the year. Typical examples include 

season previews, playoff sections, expanded championship coverage, tributes, etc. Judges 

will be asked to consider the audience appeal of the section’s subject matter, the creativity in 

your approach, quality of coverage, writing, photography and presentation.

Sports Columnist Entry should consist of two (2) columns. The columns must be written on a regularly 

scheduled basis by a full- or part-time member of the newspaper staff or written exclusively 

for the newspaper submitting the entry. The entry must be a regular column, not a feature 

story. Judges will be asked to consider the quality of the subject matter, reporting and writing.

Sports Feature Story This award recognizes a descriptive story which focuses more on people, events or issues in 

any sport. Judges will be asked to consider choice of topic, the quality of writing, and 

presentation.

Sports Section Judges will be asked to consider your overall sports offering, its breadth and depth of 

coverage, quality of writing, photography and presentation.

Sports Story The story can be about any sport, athlete or team at any level. Judges will be asked to 

consider the quality/originality of the subject matter and its treatment.

Spot News Story Spot news refers to an unexpected event, such as a fire, accident or disaster of any kind, for 

which there is no advance assignment or planning. Judges will be asked to consider the 

quality of reporting, writing and presentation. A letter of explanation may be submitted with the 

entry.

Transportation Reporting Recognizing a story or series about transportation issues or related developments. Judges will 

be asked to consider the quality of writing, timeliness, comprehensiveness, and the 

presentation of the subject matter

Innovator Award This award recognizes the best new idea (or unique twist on a not-so-new idea) used to grow 

and/or engage a newspaper’s audience. Please submit a note explaining the objective you 

were trying to achieve, an outline of the idea, details on how it was executed, and evidence of 

the results achieved.

Event Special Section This category recognizes special sections that promote events of interest to your readers and 

community. Judges will be asked to consider the audience appeal, creativity in your approach, 

quality of writing, feature stories and overall presentation of section.

Front Page Judges will be asked to consider story/content selection, makeup, design, typography, general 

appearance, use of headlines and subheads in relationship to stories, and effective, dramatic 

use of photography.



Best Overall Mobile Product Recognizes newspapers that have made the commitment to expand their presence and 

service to readers by offering news, information and advertising that can be accessed via 

tablet or mobile phone. Entries will be judged on content quality, timeliness of information, 

presentation and visual appeal, readability, usability, ease of navigation, advertising 

integration, and overall value to the audience. Please submit your URL (including a 

password if required). Judges will view your mobile product on a random day that will be 

stipulated by NENPA.
Best Podcast This category recognizes journalistic storytelling told through a podcast on a newspaper 

website. Judges will consider quality of subject matter that educates, inspires and/or 

entertains. Entries may be an individual episode or a series of stories within the contest year. 

Digital Strategy Excellence This award recognizes newspapers that have been effective in building products that attract 

and engage audiences on digital platforms. Please submit an outline of the overall 

approach and specific techniques you’re using to serve your community via digital devices, 

evidence of your success (i.e., traffic counts, reader engagement metrics, subscription volume 

or advertising revenue), and what differentiates your products from competitors.

Multimedia Coverage This category recognizes a packaged news story of any type that creatively and effectively 

incorporates multimedia components in its presentation – including print, photography, audio 

and/or video, slides, exhibits, reader interaction, etc. Please submit a note that describes your 

effort to report the story and the rationale for the formats used, along with tear sheets and 

URL.

Website Interactivity and Engagement This award recognizes newspaper sites that feature compelling visuals, are easy to navigate 

and effectively integrate news and advertising. Judges will look for a content strategy that best 

engages the audience in ways that attract more visitors to the site, promotes more time spent 

with content on the site, and increases audience satisfaction with the site. Please submit your 

URL along with a note that outlines your goals and content strategy, as well as evidence that 

your plan is working (i.e., metrics, growth, etc.)

Best Overall Website Entries will be judged on content quality, timeliness of information, presentation and visual 

appeal, ease of navigation, usability, use of photos and/or graphics, use of links to other sites, 

integration of advertising, and overall value to the audience. Please submit your URL 

(including a password if required). Judges will view sites on a random day that will be 

stipulated by NENPA.
Entertainment Video This category recognizes the best entertainment-related video on a newspaper website, such 

as previews or coverage of events in the community. Judges will consider the quality of the 

content, the production quality of the piece, and how well it conveyed the story.

Feature Video This category recognizes the best feature video on a newspaper website, including 

personality, business or organization profiles, tributes, or videos related to feature topics such 

as food, travel, health or home improvement, etc. Judges will consider the quality of the 

content, the production quality of the piece, and how well it conveyed the story.

News Video This category recognizes the best news video on a newspaper website. Judges will consider 

the quality of the content, the production quality of the piece, and how well it conveyed the 

story.



Sports Video This category recognizes the best sports-related video on a newspaper website. Judges will 

consider the quality of the content, the production quality of the piece, and how well it 

conveyed the story.

Spot News Video This category recognizes the best spot news video on a newspaper website. Judges will 

consider how interesting and compelling the news event is, the production quality of the piece, 

and how well it conveyed the story.

Best Use of Social Media in Breaking News This award will go to newspapers that use social media in creative and effective ways to tell 

the story within the first hours and days of a single news event. This is likely to include the use 

of Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and other social media to gather and/or disseminate 

information. Please submit a note that describes the effort to report the story and the rationale 

for employing the social media used, samples that illustrate the extent of your efforts, and any 

evidence of results that you can provide.

Best Infographic on Website Recognizing effective use of visual representations used to tell, explain or clarify a story 

through eye-catching and impactful graphic(s). Please submit a link to view the infographic 

online along with a statement identifying the topic or accompanying story with this entry.

Sports Photo Photos of sports events such as little league, high school, college or professional.  Please 

upload JPEG files only.

Feature Photo Any photo showing an unusual event, item or person, (not necessarily of a specific news 

event) or an unusual photo of a commonplace event, item or person. Please upload JPEG 

files only.

General News Photo Any photo of a community happening that is known, assigned and planned for in advance, 

such as political rallies, town meetings, drum and bugle corps competition, etc. Please upload 

JPEG files only.

News Feature Photo A photo that occurs in the public domain. It can be at a news event but it can also be a stand 

alone photo. Please upload JPEG files only.

Personality Photo Any photo of a person or group of people, whose point is to tell, photographically, who the 

people are, what they are like, and why they are newsworthy. Please upload JPEG files only.

Photo Illustration A picture produced from a preconceived idea and intended to clarify or dramatize non-visual 

or editorial concepts -- including, but not limited to, food and fashion. Please upload JPEG 

files only.

Photo Series Entry to consist of two or more photographs relating to the same subject that were 

published over several editions, relating to the same subject. Please upload JPEG files only.

Pictorial Photo Any photo of natural scenery, buildings or street scenes, etc. in which the emphasis is on the 

overall scene rather than people or news events. Please upload JPEG files only.


